Corrigendum to verbatim Report of
Fortieth Meeting of Commission A (E/PC/T/A/PV/40(1))

The following corrections should be made to the remarks
made by the Delegate of the United Kingdom:

Page 12
9th line: delete "I do not want to prejudice" and read
as follows: "My object is to put it on record
as part ....".

Page 13
17th line: delete "Journal of".

Page 15
3rd line: after "whale" insert "too,"; delete "as the"
and substitute "to build up a ".
4th line: after "mammal" insert "or a fish".

Page 23
First paragraph should read: "MR. SHACKLE (United Kingdom):
My Delegation are not prepared to accept this
amendment".

Page 24
Last line: for "of" substitute "by".